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A recently developed theory suggests that network coding is a generalization of source coding and channel coding and thus
yields a significant performance improvement in terms of throughput and spatial diversity. This paper proposes a cooperative
design of a parity-check network coding scheme in the context of a two-source multiple access relay channel (MARC) model, a
common compact model in hierarchical wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The scheme uses Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC)
as the surrogate to build up a layered structure which encapsulates the multiple constituent LDPC codes in the source and relay
nodes. Specifically, the relay node decodes the messages from two sources, which are used to generate extra parity-check bits by a
random network coding procedure to fill up the rate gap between Source-Relay and Source-Destination transmissions. Then, we
derived the key algebraic relationships among multidimensional LDPC constituent codes as one of the constraints for code profile
optimization. These extra check bits are sent to the destination to realize a cooperative diversity as well as to approach MARC
decode-and-forward (DF) capacity.
1. Introduction
The demand for ubiquitous communications has motivated
the deployment of a variety of wireless devices and tech-
nologies that accommodate ad hoc communications. In
large numbers, such devices, despite their diﬀerent sizes,
processing constraints, and levels of aﬀordability, form a
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The WSN cooperatively
monitors the physical world and enables sharing of comput-
ing capabilities, bandwidth, and energy resources, oﬀering
more integrated and essential information than with any
single-sensor node. The WSN is generally built as a hierar-
chical structure by placing a sparse network of access points
connected by a high-bandwidth network within a random
homogeneous ad hoc network, in which wireless relay nodes
serve exclusively as forwarders [1], as in Figure 1. In addition,
the hierarchical sensor network with an access point and
a single forwarding node can be modeled as a Multiple
Access Relay Channel (MARC), which is a multisource
extension of the well-known single-user relay channel [2].
With dedicated relay nodes, cooperative communications
[3–7] among WSN exploit the broadcast characteristics
and inherent spatial diversity to form a large transmit
and/or receive antenna array (also known as Multiple Input
Multiple Output, MIMO). Collaborative clusters are able
to achieve spatial diversity as well as rate multiplexing by
making “negotiations” among neighboring nodes to fully
utilize the rich wireless propagation environments across
multiple protocol layers and oﬀers numerous opportunities
to improve network performance in terms of throughput [2],
reliability [8–10], longevity, and flexibility.
The most important element in cooperative communica-
tions is coding protocols responsible for interaction between
cooperative nodes. Over the past few years, several coding
strategies have been deployed for cooperative communica-
tions. Distributed space-time coding was originally proposed
for MIMO systems [6]; nevertheless, synchronization among
cooperative nodes is the unavoidable problem when the
space-time coding strategy is brought into cooperative com-
munications. Lately, as the network grows, traditional relay
schemes have become increasingly bandwidth-ineﬃcient. To
break through the bandwidth bottleneck, network coding
[11]—a technique originally developed for routing in lossless
wireline networks—has been recently applied to wireless















Figure 1: Hierarchical communication structure with multiple
sources and dedicated relays.
relay networks. Traditional relaying [12–14] entails a loss in
spectral eﬃciency that can be mitigated through network
coding in cooperative communications, for its information
theoretical scheme and cooperative nature. However, certain
fundamental aspects of wireless communication, interfer-
ence, fading, and mobility make the problem of applying
network coding to cooperative communications particularly
challenging.
The application of a cooperative network coding strategy
is based on the fact that network coding has automati-
cally been associated with cooperative communications as
it employs intermediate nodes to combine packets [15–
22]. Some approaches with practical advantages have been
established to introduce network coding strategies into relay
cases. In a two-way relay channel, the relay node combines
received messages via network coding and broadcasts them
to the opposite sited sources [15, 16]. Such a strategy has
been demonstrated to reduce the number of time slots
required to exchange a packet from 4 to 2, and thus a
significant gain in throughput. A recently developed idea
based on joint network coding with channel coding or
source coding [17, 18, 21, 22] suggests that network coding
is a generalization of source coding and channel coding
[23]. Eﬀros et al. [19] used network information theory
to show that joint design of source, channel, and network
coding in end-to-end transmission could yield much better
performance, especially for the situation in which source,
channel, and network separation between these codes does
not hold in underlying networks.
In essence, the contribution of this paper is to employ
network coding with additional parity-check bits generated
from the two sources’ information bits in relay nodes with
linear acceptable complexity. The extra parity-check bits
are designed as side information to fill up the mutual
information gap between Source-Destination and Relay-
Destination transmissions and hence approach the MARC
“Cut-Set” bound, which is not addressed in most of the
previous research works. Specifically, this paper constructs a
multidimensional LDPC code to realize the network coding
in a cooperative pair of nodes, as the graphical description
of LDPC can flexibly bridge distributed processing and can


















X3 = ( f1(x11)
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f2(x21))
Figure 2: Cooperative protocol in MARC with one-block transmis-
sion. In the t1 slot, S1 and S2 broadcast x11 and x21; in the t2 slot, R
forwards the network-coded message x3, and S1 and S2 transmit x12
and x22.
rate. Although density evolution (DE) has high precision,
the resulting increase in the complexity of DE poses a
significant challenge to design a multidimensional LDPC
decoder. Our work concentrates on practical implementation
to present the behaviors of constituent decoders by Extrinsic
Information Transfer Charts (EXITs) with a modified Gaus-
sian approximation, which reduces the infinite dimensional
problem of tracking densities to a one-dimensional problem
of tracking means that is readily addressed with linear
programming tools.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes a MARC model as well as system
settings. In Section 3, we analyze the achievable sum-rate
with information theory as the motivation for coding design
and propose network-coding cooperative transmit strategy
with multidimensional LDPC codes. The work in Section 4
focuses on the optimization of multidimensional LDPC code
profile using modified Gaussian approximation and EXIT
as a linear-constraint optimization. Finally, simulations are
conducted and discussed to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
the network-coded cooperative strategy.
2. System Model and Coding Strategy
This section briefly introduces the two-source MARC model
used throughout the paper and LDPC code preliminaries as
the basis of the paper.
2.1. System Model. To exhaustively describe the network
coding strategy, we formulate our system to MARC, a
model for network topologies in which multiple sources
communicate with a single Destination in the presence of
a Relay node. Basically, the system consists of two Sources
(S1, S2), one Relay (R) and one Destination (D), as in
Figure 2. This MARC model has a symmetric positioning of
S1, S2 with respect to R and D. The relay moves along the line
connecting D with the origin, which is normalized to 1. The
distance between S and R is set to d. Path loss is proportional
to 1/d2. The channels between each node are independent of
each other. Perfect global channel knowledge is assumed at
all nodes.
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Since radio terminals cannot transmit and receive simul-
taneously in the same frequency band, most cooperative
strategies are based on the half-duplex mode [24]. The nodes
are allocated orthogonal channels by TDMA. S1 and S2
are assumed to send messages with no priority. One block
transmission is separated into two consecutive time slots,
normalized to t1 + t2 = 1. Furthermore, one block length
of the source is N (for brevity and clarity, the symbols S1
and S2 are equal to and independent of each other) and is
further divided into two subblocks with t1N and t2N-long
codewords for two slots’ transmissions.
We use X , Y to represent the signals sent and received.
In particular, xi j , i, j ∈ {1, 2} denotes the signals sent by S1,
S2. The subscript i identifies S1 and S2, and the subscript j
represents the two consecutive channels. x3 is the signal sent
by R, and yr is the signal received by R. The variables yd1
and yd2 are signals received by D in consecutive channels.
Specifically, in time slot t1, S1 and S2 broadcast their messages
x11 and x21 to R and D. In time slot t2, R forwards the
network-coded message x3, and S1 and S2 send the messages
x12 and x22 (new or old) to D, as in Figure 2. The equivalent
baseband transmission model is shown in (1):
yr = hs1rx11 + hs2rx21 + wr1,
yd1 = hs1dx11 + hs2dx21 + wd1,
yd2 = hs1dx12 + hs2dx22 + hrdx3 + wd2.
(1)
Rayleigh flat fading is adopted to model these links.
Specifically, hi j are channel coeﬃcients capturing the eﬀects
of path-loss, shadowing, and fading, modeled by inde-
pendent circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random
variables with a mean of zero and a variance of σ2i j .
Furthermore, wi, i = r, d1, and d2 account for noise and
other additive interferences at the receiver, modeled with an
independent, zero-mean additive Gaussian white noise with
variance σ2.
2.2. Power Control. The transmit power of each source
Pti = E[(xi(n)2)], where i = 1, 2, 3 denote S1, S2, and R,










2.3. LDPC Codes. The cooperative coding scheme adopts
LDPC code. A binary LDPC code is represented by a
binary sparse parity-check matrix Hk×n which connects to
a bipartite graph with n variable nodes (corresponding
to n columns) and k check nodes (corresponding to k
rows). An attractive property of LDPC is that it can be
designed graphically by a bipartite graph, which naturally
matches the network topology for cooperation. The LDPC
code is presented by its variable and check nodes degree
distributions (λ(x), ρ(x)), where λi(ρi) represents the fraction
of edges connected to a variable (check) node with degree i.






3. Parity-Check Network Code Design
There are two particular highlights of our cooperative
strategy: one is the cooperative design of side information at
the relay node to exactly fill up the gap of mutual information
between SR and SD channels (based on the MARC model,
relay is in the middle of S1, S2, and D, and SR thus subject
to less path loss than SD channel); the other is the network
coding procedure to combine extra check bits for one-slot
transmission. Particularly, the insight of the first highlight is
to approach the MARC DF “Cut-Set” bound, and the second
is to ensure BER QoS as network coding is extended to
wireless fading environment. This section will address these
two challenges.
3.1. Achievable Rates. This subsection analyzes the parity-
check network coding cooperative strategy, extended from
decode-and-forward in MARC using information theory, as
a fundamental instruction to develop the coding design as
described below.
The key element in the proposed strategy is that the
relay node forwards redundant bits as side information for
both S1 and S2 to D, which is based on the essential idea
of “channel coding with side information.” This process is a
“dual thought” of “source coding with side information” [25,
26]. Channel coding with side information is to append some
extra check bits to codewords, which is a “binning” process
assigning a set of codewords to diﬀerent bins and enlarging
the minimum distance between them. At the receiver, the side
information provides an index of the message, and then the
decoding process chooses the closest codeword in a box with
a specific index. Application of such an idea in a traditional
three-node relay network can be found in [8, 9]. This paper
applies the binning approach to a MARC with network
coding. Besides, the extra check bits are generated with
the goal of approaching MARC DF capacity. The resulting
network-coded strategy is capable of balancing the problem
of spatial diversity and multiplexing.
Usually, the informational theoretical view deals with
achievable rates. In the MARC scenario, we consider the
sum-rate, which conveys more intuition. For decode-and-
forward strategy in a general multiple source half-duplex
relay channel, the bounds on all combinations of the rate























The first terms in min(·) of (4) represent the maximum
rate at which R can decode the messages x11 and x21 and
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√
β2
New or old information
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√
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Figure 3: The cooperative strategy based on parity-check network coding.
the maximum rate at which D can decode x12 and x22 in the
presence of x3. The second terms in min(·) of (4) represent
the maximum rate at which D can decode the messages x11
and x21, and the maximum rate at which D can decode all
three messages x12, x22, andx3.
The cooperative strategy in this study employs network
coding in the sense of cooperation between S1, S2, and R to
achieve MARC capacity in (4). The detailed protocol is as
follows.
3.1.1. In Time Slot t1: Source Nodes Operations. Each S1 (S2)








S2R = I(X11,X21;Yr). (5)




S2 ) to R and D. D receives
the data and waits for decoding at the end of the block
transmission.
To achieve maximum throughput, S1 and S2 broadcast
messages at the sum-rate (5). R is able to decode x11, x21
with an arbitrarily low error probability, since Rt1S1R + R
t1
S2R
equals the capacity of the SR channels. According to the geo-
metric configuration in Figure 2, intuitively, I(X11,X21;Yr) >
I(X11,X21;Yd); the physical channel of SD is more attenuated
by the path loss than that of the SR channel. Consequently,
although D also receives x11 and x21, it is unable to uniquely
decode them and requires extra bits t1N(I(X11,X21;Yr) −
I(X11,X21;Yd)) to make x11 and x21 decodable.
3.1.2. In Time Slot t2: Relay Node Operation. R sends these


















Specifically, after decoding the codewords from Si, R
estimates Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 , and cooperatively uses the codewords
Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 to generate extra check bits for both S1 and S2,
and then combines them with network coding to produce
knet = t1N(I(X11,X21;Yr) − I(X11,X21;Yd1 )) extra check
bits. The process is “network coding.” For transmission,
knet is encapsulated by R’s LDPC codeword C
t2
R and sent
to D. Hence, the extra check bits with S1 and S2 codes
Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 construct the cooperative multidimensional
LDPC code CSR, as illustrated in Figure 3. The elements
in the blue rectangle construct the cooperative code CSR
with respect to the information in time slot t1. The pro-
cedure in the red rectangle is the network coding which
produces and combines extra bits for both S1 and S2. In
particular, knet check bits encapsulated by codeword C
t2
R sent
to D capture the RD channel’s fading characteristics and
provide an eﬀective extinct message at D to realize a spatial
diversity.
From the perspective of information theory, CSR is
cooperatively encoded by S1, S2, and R on the grounds
of coding with side information. “Binning” is performed
by extra check network-coded bits (or syndromes) in
R’s message generated from Ct1Si , i ∈ {1,2} to perform
decoding of x11, x21 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2t1NI(X11,X21;Yr )} by restricting
them into 2t1NI(X11,X21;Yd1 ) bins of 2t1N(I(X11,X21;Yr )−I(X11,X21;Yd1 ))
in size each. From Figure 4, the “binning” process of R
partitions the space of codewords of S1 and S2, enlarging
their minimum distances to make the source’s message
decodable.
3.1.3. Source Nodes Operations. In time slot t2, each S1 (S2)
sends a message to D independently because R is in the
half-duplex mode. According to the channel status, S1 and
S2 can choose to send new or old information using the
independent codebook Ct2S1 (C
t2
S2 ). The new information sent







Figure 4: The minimum distances of CSR and C
t1
Si , i ∈ {1,2}.
in the t2 time slot at the sum-rate inherited from the DF rate
































Source transmissions in the t2 slot are isolated from the
operation of R, as in Figure 3, which illustrates the operation
in time slot t2 with independent information transmissions




S2 ) as a
single LDPC code and choose a suitable LDPC codebook to
satisfy the rate constraint in (7).
At the end of one block transmission, D successively
decodes Ct2R , C
t2
S1 , and C
t2
S2 . Then, the extra check bits
knet are obtained for joint decoding of CSR with C
t1
S1 and
Ct1S2 .The network coding cooperative strategy is summarized
as follows in Table 1.
In the cooperative protocol mentioned above, MARC
DF capacity in (4) is approximated via the rate allocation
scheme in (5) through (7). Especially, if I(X11,X21;Yr) >
I(X11,X21;Yd), the rate at I(X11,X21;Yr) to transmit infor-
mation of S1 and S2 in time slot t1 to D will be achieved,
resulting in a rate gain by cooperation between S1, S2, and R.
However, strictly speaking, the network coding per-
formed here is not exactly the same as the network layer
coding, which mainly focuses on routing problems and
packet-level combination. Here, we borrow the kernel idea
of the network layer coding to combine the extra check bits
in R, which improves the bandwidth eﬃciency by R’s extra
check bits transmitted in one slot for both S1 and S2.
3.1.4. Parameters in the Cooperative Protocol. The achievable
sum-rate is as a function of three parameters: d, t1, and βi.
The definition of d and t1 is in Section 2.1. βi is the fraction
of Si allocate to the old messages in t2. And β1 = β2 = β
is set for the symmetric geometry. The achievable sum-rate
in (4) can be evaluated by these three parameters with the
AWGN channel capacity. The outer bound of the sum-rate is






































































The received signal-to-noise ratio for R and D is listed
with the channel gains as
Pt1Sir = γt1Si




∣∣hSid∣∣2, Pt2rd = γt2R |hrd|2,
i ∈ {1, 2}. (9)
γ = ES/σ2 = P/(Wσ2) is the input signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), where power P is constrained within 10 dB in both
time slots using (2), and σ2 is the variance of noise at the
receivers of R and D, which are assumed to be equal.
The rates of (8) are plotted in Figure 5. Note that, when d
is around 0.5, the sum-rate is at its maximum. The function
of best β against d is more like a step function. When R is
physically closer to the source d < 0.3, β = 1 is optimal,
which means that the old information takes up all source
transmissions in time slot t2. This could be attributed to a
path loss of the RD channel, and so S1 and S2 send the same
information again to fill up the gap. The other extreme is
when R is physically closer to D, d > 0.7, β = 0 which means
that sources send new information in time slot t2. However,
R must successfully decode the source’s information.
To obtain the time partition factor t1, the sum-rate in (7)
can be used to calculate t by manipulating the sum-rate at
the corner point of the capacity region, which means that the
two terms of min(·) in (7) are equal. In Figure 5, we evaluate
t by setting the two terms mentioned above to be equal, with
diﬀerent d. When d = 0.5 and t1 = 0.7, the MARC DF
sum-rate achieves its maximum value, which means that R’s
transmission takes up t2 = 0.3 slot, resulting in a free degree
of each source of 0.7/2 + 0.3 = 0.65.
3.2. Cooperative Design Framework. This subsection depicts
the network-coded cooperative framework to realize above
achievable rates. Specifically, the layered structure is con-
structed with multidimensional LDPC constituent codes
corresponding to S1 and S2, as in Figure 6. This coding
strategy is based on a half-duplex TDD mode, so that the
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Table 1: The network-coded cooperative strategy.
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Figure 5: The achievable sum-rate with Pt11 + P
t1





3 ≤ Pt2tol = 10 db.
operation of R only cooperates with the source transmissions
in time slot t1. In time slot t2, S1, S2, and R send their
information independently.
The cooperative codeword CSR’s parity-check matrix HSR
is constructed with three LDPC constituent codes as in
Figure 6, including sub-LDPC parity-check matrices HS1 and
HS2 , and the network code parity-check matrix Hnet. HS1
(HS2 ) is employed by S1 (S2) to encode the message x11, (x21)
locally; thus, HS1 (HS2 ) is a complete parity-check matrix. HS1
(HS2 ) has n1 (n2) variable nodes and k1 (k2) check nodes.
The sources’ codeword Ct1S1 (C
t1
S2 ) is enforced to satisfy k1 (k2)
check bits.
In addition, parity-checks k1 and k2 do not interact with
each other or do not check each others’ variable nodes since
the independent sources S1 and S2 cannot produce checks for
unknown information bits.
The extra check nodes knet have the same variable nodes
as the check nodes of S1 and S2; otherwise, they cannot
provide any checks for the codewords of S1 and S2. Therefore,
in Hnet, the variable nodes n1 and n2 are sequentially
arranged as information bits and are enforced to satisfy knet
check bits. Hence, Hnet has knet rows and (n1 + n2 + knet)
columns, as Hnet: knet×(n1 +n2 +knet). Above all, the network
coding procedure uses Hnet to merge the extra check bits.
Random linear codes are capacity-approaching for the
Gaussian channel under maximum likelihood decoding.
Therefore, the extra checks are randomly connected to the
set of variable nodes n1 + n2 in Hnet. However, if Hnet
is constructed in a completely random way, encoder and
decoder implementations become very diﬃcult as the code
size grows due to the pseudorandom interconnection and
the large memory required. Structured LDPC codes would
be a good option to facilitate implementation without
compromising performance. Therefore, Hnet is constructed
in the partial dual-diagonal form so that most parity check
bits can be obtained via back-substitution. Partial dual-
diagonal form is merely in the knet portion, as illustrated in
Figure 6, and the remainders are still randomly constructed.
Linear-time encoding can be achieved by using the near-
triangular parity portion. The extra check bits b1,b2, . . . , bknet


























+ b0, i = 1,












i = 2, . . . , knet.
(10)
The addition of the above equations is in a binary field;
b0 is an additional variable used to calculate extra check bits
b1,b2, . . . , bknet .
As mentioned above, the cooperative LDPC code CSR is
















b1, b2, . . . , bknet
}] = 0. (11)
Moreover, once knet extra check bits are obtained via
optimization cooperatively conducted with HS1 and HS2 , the
quasidiagonal part of Hnet is determined. Hence the parity-
check matrix HSR can be simplified to H′SR by removing the
columns of the quasidiagonal part, and the optimization is
then performed on H′SR instead.
In H′SR, variable nodes have two types of checks: their
own checks and extra checks oﬀered by network coding.
















































Figure 6: The cooperative design framework of parity-check network coding.
Accordingly, each variable node in H′SR has two types of
variable node degrees, expressed by λSRi, j : sub-LDPC degree
(in HS1 or HS2 ) i, i ≥2, and extra degree j, j ≥ 0 (in Hnet).
Assuming that 0 < η1(η2) < 1 is the ratio of the edges
in HS1 (HS2 ) to the edges in H
′
SR, the variable node degree



















λSRi, j . (12)
The relationship of (12) is used for cooperative code
profile optimization in next section.
Then, we will give the kernel constraint of the cooperative
design, which determines how the extra check bits are
connected to the variable node set in the cooperative code
CSR. Since the extra checks are appended to the sub-LDPC
codes Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 , which have the same set of variable
nodes as CSR, the degree of CSR variable nodes turns out
to be greater than that of the same set of variable nodes in
sub-LDPC codes Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 . However, due to the random
construction, the extra checks connected to one specific
variable node cannot be determined; in other words, it
is impossible to list exactly which variable node receives
the extra checks. Under this circumstance, we derive the
relationship between Ct1S1 , C
t1
S2 , and CSR in terms of variable
nodes’ number with respect to a specific degree i, denoted by
Ni = (λi/i) · E, where E is the total number of edges of the
parity-check matrix concerned.
Theorem 1. If the cooperative code CSR has amaximum degree
dv,SR and a total number of edges ESR and, similarly, two sub-
LDPC codes Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 have maximum degrees dv,S1 and


















∀ j = 2, 3, . . . ,dv,SR.
(13)
The proof of Theorem 1 is in the appendix. Theorem 1
ensures that the network-coded messages from the relay
node as the extra check bits independently sent through the
fading channel oﬀer spatial diversity gain to the cooperative









4. Cooperative Code Profile Optimization
Next, the challenge to the construction of H′SR lies in finding
the optimal code profile of CSR, including optimal profiles
of sub-LDPC constituent codes Ct1S1 , C
t1
S2 together with extra
check bits.
In engineering, optimization has always been a diﬃcult
problem due to its computational complexity, particularly
for cost-constraint hardware. Therefore, to restrict our opti-
mization algorithms to a linear programming is the mainly
interest in this section. We will use Gaussian approximation
and Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts as the
linear programming tool to obtain a CSR code profile in a
cooperative framework illustrated in Figure 6.
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Generally, optimization of LDPC code profile can be
done in two diﬀerent ways. One is to fix noise variance
and maximize information transmit rate to search for the
optimal degree distributions (λ(x), ρ(x)). The other is to fix
the rate to find the (λ(x), ρ(x)) that yields the largest noise
threshold. The cooperative strategy discussed in this paper
prefers bandwidth eﬃciency to noise threshold. Information
transmit rate seems straightforward, which is defined as
the ratio of information bits sent by sources to all bits
transmitted for the concerned message (source messages in
time slot t1), and thus,
RSR = n1 − k1 + n2 − k2
n1 + n2 + knet
. (15)













The optimization algorithm maximizes rate RSR to obtain
the degree distribution of H′SR.
It is diﬃcult to obtain (λ(x), ρ(x)) in one operational
procedure, and so we fix ρ(x) to get λ(x) and then get ρ(x)
with fixed λ(x), given the maximum number of iterations.





i, j /(i + j).
EXIT [27] provides a computationally simple tool for
predicting the asymptotic convergence behavior of iterative
coding schemes by tracking trajectories of extrinsic infor-
mation exchange between variable nodes and check nodes
in the bipartite graph. Furthermore, operations of variable
and check nodes are referred to the variable-node decoder
(VND) and check-node decoder (CND), respectively. We
also use mutual information as the surrogate to analyze and
optimize LDPC codes by matching the EXIT functions with
the constituent decoders (VND, CND) based on the area
property of the functions. Figure 7 illustrates iterative joint





are received by D at t1 time slot, while C
t2
R is received by D
at t2 time slot. Channel S1D captures its own fading factor
via Ct1S1 ; channel S2D captures its own fading factor via C
t1
S2 ;
channel RD captures its own fading factor via Ct2R . These
three codewords are used to cooperative decode x11 and x21.
Each sub-LDPC code is related to a coupling of a VND-CND
decoder. The network code plays a role as the interleaving
function of the two CNDs with extra extrinsic information.
EXIT charts compute two curves, the VND curve and
the CND curve, corresponding to the steps of each decoder’s
density evolution. With the VND curve, IA is interpreted
as the mutual information between the VND “input” LLR
message and the transmitted symbol of the check node
at iteration l. IE is interpreted as the mutual information
between the VND “output” LLR message and the transmitted
symbol of the variable node at iteration l. With the CND
function, the interpretations of IE and IA are opposite.
Gaussian approximation is an eﬀective way to track the
means of the log likelihood ratio (LLR) message, which
is assumed to be symmetrically Gaussian distributed [28].
Even with an irregular LDPC code [27], the Gaussian
approximation can still be precise after a few modifications;
that is, the distribution of the variable node LLR message is a
mixture of Gaussian approximations, and the corresponding














j − 1)J−1(IAV )),
(17)
where J(x) is defined by














































The decoding process is expected to converge progres-
sively after each decoding iteration. Therefore, we require
IEv (IEc(IA)) > IA for all IA ∈ [0, 1] to ensure successful
decoding. This is equivalent to IEv (IA) > I
−1
Ec (IA). The
decoding process is thus predicted to converge if and only if
the VND curve is strictly greater than the reversed-axis CND
curve.
Next we will formulate the constraints to fulfill the





i, j , ρ
SR), (γS1 , ρS1 ), and (γS2 , ρS2 ). In this paper, for
simplicity but still revealing the insights of the cooperative
design, we let node S1 and S2 completely symmetric, that is,
Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 are equal, and thus in simulations we can treat
them as one LDPC code Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ).
First, (13) in Section 3 is the kernel constraint. Specifi-
cally, if S1 and S2 are completely symmetric, which means
that Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 have an equal number of extra checks and an
equal number of bipartite graph edges, that is, ESR = 2ES1 =

















∀ j = 2, 3, . . . ,dv,SR.
(21)



































Figure 7: Decoder structure for joint decoding of CSR.
Equation (21) poses a constraint to ensure the coopera-





Moreover, the rate constraints are imposed to further
restrict cooperative design. Cooperative CSR has more check
bits than both sources; so the cooperative code rate should be
lower than any rate of S1 and S2:
RSR < R(Ct1S1 )
, RSR < R(Ct1S2 )
,
⎛





, j = 1, 2
⎞
⎠. (22)
As mentioned above, using EXIT, the VND curve must
be strictly greater than the reversed-axis CND curve to
ensure the convergence of a propagation decoding algorithm,
which requires that all the constituent codes satisfy the
condition IEv (IA) > I
−1
Ec (IA), with additional irregular LDPC





































δ > 0, (23)
Clearly, the degree distribution λ(x) of a complete parity-
check matrix sums to “1” wherever it occurs in HS1 and HS2
or in H′SR:
γS1 (1) = γS1 (1) = λSR(1) = 1. (24)
The above four constraints (21)–(24) formulate the
cooperative design and optimization and maintain the linear
features of the variable node degree distribution λ(x). Linear
optimization with respect to λ(x) yields a good CSR profile
λ(x) with a fixed and concentrated check node degree ρ(x).
Meanwhile, fixing the variable node degree distribution λ(x),
similar optimization principles hold for the check node
degree distribution ρ(x).
5. Simulations and Results
This section validates the performance of parity-check
network coding in MARC via numerical simulations. These
simulations focus on two goals: (1) demonstrating that the
cooperative framework produces a good cooperative code




S2 profile and (2)
investigating the BER performance of the cooperative code




5.1. EXIT Chats of Code Profile. EXIT charts of CSR, C
t1
S1
(or Ct1S2 ) are shown in Figure 8. With the rate R
t1
S1R = 0.5
(Rt1S2R = 0.5) and the SNR = 1.2 dB, the EXIT curve of VND
and CND is obtained. The curve of CND is strictly lower than
the reversed-axis VND curve. Figure 8(b) draws the EXIT
chart of the cooperative code CSR subject to the EXIT chart
of Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ) in Figure 8(a) with the linear optimization
algorithm mentioned in Section 4. The curves of VND and
CND approach asymptotically as the code rate increases.
However, a comparison of the two subfigures shows that the
gap between the VND and CND curves of CSR is greater
than that of Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ) because more check bits work on
the same set of variable nodes for code CSR. Table 2 lists the
optimal degree distributions at the Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ) code rates of
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. In each column of the rate, Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 )
code profile is in the left subcolumn, while the cooperative
CSR code profile is in the right subcolumn. It is obvious that
the distributions satisfy the constraints of (21)–(24); this is
especially true for the cooperative design constraints.
Moreover, Figure 9 shows the maximum of CSR transmit
rates and related Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ) transmit rates obtained by
the linear optimization algorithm in Section 4. Here, we
assume that the S1 and S2 have the same transmit rate
(this is not necessary). We also plot the MARC decode-and-
forward “Cut-Set” capacity in the same figure to compare
the proposed parity-check network coding strategy. These
results show that the cooperative strategy achievable rate is
approximately 0.5 dB below the MARC capacity. And for
better illustration the cooperative strategy, the direct link
transmission capacity, that is, I(X11,X21;Yd1 ) without relay
is also plotted.
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Table 2: Code profile from the optimization algorithm.
Rate
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Ct1S1 (or C
t1














2 0.2264 2 0.1671 2 0.2479 2 0.1716 2 0.243 2 0.1956 2 0.3944 2 0.3463
3 0.0173 3 0.0288 4 0.1395 4 0.1996 3 0.2994 3 0.1127 3 0.0462 3 0.0749
4 5.03e-6 5 0.2689 5 0.2893 5 0.2887 7 0.2862 4 0.171 4 0.2411 4 0.2246
5 0.2683 6 0.0338 18 0.0604 18 0.0539 8 5.98e-6 7 0.2304 5 0.3183 5 0.2086
6 0.1074 8 0.0451 19 0.2629 19 0.1492 9 0.1714 8 4.63e-6 8 0.101
27 0.1818 29 0.2256 27 0.0835 10 3.13e-6 9 0.0467 9 0.0446
29 0.1273 30 0.1693 38 0.0535 23 3.12e-6
31 0.0259 31 0.0221 24 0.2434
58 0.0455 59 0.0394
ρ(x)
3 0.0340 3 0.0592 5 0.2011 6 0.6623 6 0.2923 6 0.5084 7 0.6984 7 0.9667
4 0.0634 4 0.0497 7 0.6084 7 0.0724 7 0.6073 7 0.3165 8 0.3016 20 0.0333
6 0.2133 7 0.2295 13 0.1463 20 0.2653 20 0.1003 20 0.1751
8 0.4504 8 0.0310 16 0.0442
9 0.2091 10 0.5258
20 0.0298 20 0.1049








































Figure 8: VND-CND decoding trajectory: (a) Ct1S1 or C
t1
S2 , and (b) CSR.
5.2. BER Performance. Next, we will use an optimized CSR
code profile (λ(x), ρ(x)) in Table 2 to analyze performance
in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) in the AWGN and
Rayleigh fading channels, respectively. In simulations, the
soft decision information from the demodulator is input into
the decoder. The parameters used in simulations are listed
in Table 3. The time partition parameter t1 = 0.7 (obtained
as in Section 5.2) is chosen to maximize the network coding
capacity of the DF MARC model. Codeword length is 104.
In a decode-and-forward cooperative strategy, R needs to
decode information from sources correctly. This requires the
entire codeword to be correctly transmitted. Therefore, codes
should have excellent frame error ratios (FERs). To ensure
the FER performance of LDPC codes, small circles in the
parity-check matrix must be removed. Then, parity-check
matrices of CSR, C
t1
S1 , and C
t1
S2 are randomly constructed by
λ(x) and ρ(x)), respectively. Accordingly, the girth of length
4 in the bipartite graph has been detected and removed.
Figure 10 shows the BER curve against the SNR at
the diﬀerent Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ) code rate. Obviously, with the
help of the cooperative mechanism, the result has a great
improvement of performance on BER, because R is near
to D and provides almost a 1.2 dB increase in spatial
diversity in low SNR in the AWGN channel at a Ct1S1 (or





rate of 2/3, the performance still improves by 1 dB. In such
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Direct trans. capacity Cooperative strategy
achievable rates
CSR rates
Figure 9: Achievable rates and capacity comparisons.
Table 3: Parameters in simulation.





between S and R
Distance = 0.5
Channel model
AWGN, Rayleigh Fasting Fading and Rayleigh
Slow Fading






circumstances, the direct link between S and D cannot oﬀer
a service-satisfied physical layer QoS transmission, but with
the cooperative relaying, the transmission will be employed
again. The simulations demonstrate that this cooperative
strategy has improved reliability, especially for the cases in
low SNR.
In the Rayleigh channel as shown in Figures 11 and
12, the average gain in diversity is larger than 2 dB. Two
kinds of modulation schemes are plotted to compare the
performance: BPSK and QPSK. The BPSK scheme is shown
to have a lower BER performance than the QPSK. Besides,
the presented network-coded cooperative strategy has better
BER performance under fast fading channel than that under
slow fading channel. And it is concluded that in fast fading or
mobile environment, the employment of a relay node indeed
could provide eﬀective spatial diversity.
We also intend to investigate the eﬀects of the relay
position factor d on BER performance. BER curves with

























R = 1/2 R = 2/3
Figure 10: The BER performance under the AWGN channel with















Fast fading Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 BER
Fast fading CSR BER
Slow fading Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 BER
Slow fading CSR BER
BPSK
Figure 11: The BER performance under the Rayleigh Fading
channel with BPSK, d = 0.5, and Rt1S1R = Rt1S2R = 0.5.
plotted in Figure 13. The comparisons show that increasing
d increases the performance of BER versus SNR. This is
because the path loss of the RD channel decreases, which
is easier to decode Ct2R , resulting in decoding of the extra
check bits with a lower error rate. However, from Figure 5
in Section 3.1, when d = 0.5, the achievable sum-rate is
optimal; the slope of the curve with d > 0.5 is larger than
that of the curve with d < 0.5. In other words, as d = 0.8,
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Fast fading Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 BER
Fast fading CSR BER
Slow fading Ct1S1 and C
t1
S2 BER
Slow fading CSR BER
QPSK
Figure 12: The BER performance under the Rayleigh Fading


















CSR BER d = 0.5
CSR BER d = 0.25
CSR BER d = 0.35
CSR BER d = 0.6
CSR BER d = 0.8
CSR BER d = 0.1
Diﬀerent d
settings
Figure 13: The BER performance under the AWGN channel with
diﬀerent settings of d, the distance between Source and Relay.
the achievable sum-rate is less than that as d = 0.2. Likewise,
we also give the BER performance with diﬀerent settings of
the relay position factor d under Rayleigh Slow Fading and
Rayleigh Fast Fading channels in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
As a result, the spatial diversity and multiplexing can be
balanced by the factor d in the parity-check network coding
cooperative strategy.


















CSR BER d = 0.25 CSR BER d = 0.75
CSR BER d = 0.5
Rayleigh slow fading channel
Figure 14: The BER performance under the Rayleigh Slow Fading
channel with diﬀerent settings of d, the distance between Source and
Relay.


















CSR BER d = 0.25 CSR BER d = 0.5
CSR BER d = 0.75
Rayleigh fast fading channel
Figure 15: The BER performance under the Rayleigh Fast Fading
channel with diﬀerent settings of d, the distance between Source
and Relay.
Besides, we also investigate the eﬀects of BER with
diﬀerent numbers of extra check bits under AWGN and
Rayleigh Fading channels through Figure 16 to Figure 18. It
is valid that the more extra bits are sent, the better the BER
performances are, since the rate of cooperative code CSR is
reduced. Thereby, the spatial gain obtained by sending more
extra check bits is at the cost of throughput of the whole
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CSR BER knet = 0.3k1 = 0.3k2
CSR BER knet = 0.5k1 = 0.5k2
CSR BER knet = 0.6k1 = 0.6k2
CSR BER knet = 0.8k1 = 0.8k2
Figure 16: The BER performance under the AWGN channel with
diﬀerent lengths of extra check bits.



















CSR BER knet = 0.5k1 = 0.5k2
CSR BER knet = 0.3k1 = 0.3k2
CSR BER knet = 0.8k1 = 0.8k2
Rayleigh slow fading channel
Figure 17: The BER performance under the Rayleigh Slow Fading
channel with diﬀerent lengths of extra check bits.
system. As a result, the spatial diversity and multiplexing
can be balanced by maximizing the rate of the cooperative
strategy to obtain optimal relay position d and optimal extra
check bits length.


















CSR BER knet = 0.5k1 = 0.5k2
CSR BER knet = 0.8k1 = 0.8k2
CSR BER knet = 0.3k1 = 0.3k2
Rayleigh fast fading channel
Figure 18: The BER performance under the Rayleigh Fast Fading
channel with diﬀerent lengths of extra check bits.
6. Conclusion
This study investigated a cooperative strategy based on
parity-check network coding. The relative performance
improvement of the schemes lies in a decode-and-forward
strategy at the relay node. In particular, this study has
revealed that a successful design should (1) employ the most
eﬀective extra check bits to make full use of the information
contained in x3 to help decode the messages from S1 and S2
and (2) perform linear network coding with the extra check
bits. Specifically, we provide an implementation of parity-
check network coding based on layered multidimensional
LDPC code and a corresponding belief propagation decoding
algorithm. The parity-check network coding for both sources
removes the bandwidth loss that occurs in relaying, which is
only 0.5 dB from the MARC DF “Cut-Set” capacity, and yet
the parity-check bits ensures an attractive spatial diversity of
cooperative communication. In the future, we would like to
extend the proposed scheme to correlated multiple source
nodes and conduct further research on network coding in
GF(q) fields.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. Rearrange the columns of the CSR parity-
check matrix according to the descending sequence of
variable node degrees, such as {dv,SR,dv,SR − 1, . . . , 3, 2}, and
then successively deal with the numbers of variable nodes
in each degree. The variable nodes in CSR have two types
of degrees, λSRi, j , sub-LDPC degree i, i ≥ 2 and extra degree
j, j ≥ 0. Therefore, the number of variable nodes with a
specific degree d in CSR, denoted by Nd = (λd/d) · E, also
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has two parts: Nd, j=0, the number of degree d without extra
checks in Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ); Ni<d, j /= 0,i+ j=d, the number of turning
into degree d after extra checks added in Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ).
For the maximum degree dv,SR in cooperative CSR, let
dv,S = max(dv,S1 ,dv,S2 ) and dv,SR ≥ dv,S. Ndv,S,j=0 represents
the number of variable nodes in Ct1S1 (or C
t1
S2 ). Clearly, for the
maximum degree dv,SR,
Ndv,SR = Ndv,S , j=0 + Ni<dv,S, j /= 0
i+ j=dv,S
. (A.1)
Hence, Ndv,SR ≥ Ndv,S,j=0 is tenable, and based on Nd =













If dv,SR = max(dv,S1 ,dv,S2 ), then γdv,S /= 0; if dv,SR >
max(dv,S1 ,dv,S2 ), then γdv,S = 0.
Next, considering degree dv,SR−1, the number of variable




Ndv,S , j=0 + Ndv,S−1, j=0
)




where (Ndv,S, j=0 +Ndv,S−1, j=0) is the number of variable nodes
with degrees larger than dv,SR−1 in Ct1S1 (or Ct1S2 ). Thus, based





















Then, for all degrees in the descending sequence in CSR,
it is confirmed that(















N i<(dv,S−2), j /= 0
i+ j=dv,S,(dv,S−1),(dv,S−2)
)
+ · · · +
(







Using the expression in terms of degree


















∀ j = 2, 3, . . . ,dv,SR.
(A.6)
Therefore, the relationships of (13) hold under the
cooperative constructions.
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